
Have  
they been  
a member  

of CSS?

START

Has the employee 
ever been a member 
of CSS, PSS or PSSap? 

Have  
they been  
a member  

of PSS?

Is your agency 
eligible to pay 
contributions  

to PSSap?

All employees Pay contributions to member’s elected super fund. This 
can include PSSap if the employee has completed atleast 
12 continuous months of eligible employment.

Currently a Non-Contributing member that has not 
opted out

Currently a Non-Contributing member that has opted out

CSS PSS PSSap
Ongoing 

Non-ongoing

CSS PSS PSSap
Ongoing 

Non-ongoing full-time 

Non-ongoing part-time  
(with leave entitlements)
Casual

Currently a Non-Contributing member

CSS PSS PSSap
Ongoing continuous

Ongoing concurrent

Non-ongoing full-time continuous

Non-ongoing full-time concurrent

Non-ongoing part-time and casual refer to CSS 
non-contributor

refer to CSS  
non-contributor

refer to CSS  
non-contributor

Currently a Contributing member

Currently a Contributing member
CSS PSS PSSap

Ongoing continuous

Non-ongoing continuous

Ongoing concurrent

Non-ongoing concurrent

YES YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

CSS PSS PSSap
All employees

Eligibility  
determiner for  
Australian Government 
Non-APS employees

New AGS number required.

Same AGS number used if ongoing, or if they elect to 
join PSS.

Must join – no choice available.

Employee eligible if they have not defaulted and they 
meet the following PSS eligibility criteria:
• employed on a contract for three months 
or 
• had three months Australian Govt employment in the 

last two years
or
• have the intention to pay a transfer value into PSS.

Not eligible to join scheme.

Must be offered ‘Choice’ but eligible to elect to 
join this scheme. Stapling rules may apply

Scheme not eligible as default fund. If employee does  
not join available schemes and does not have a stapled 
fund, the employer must select a fund other than CSS, 
PSS or PSSap.

NO

Non-Contributing member means a person with a CSS or PSS  
preserved/deferred benefit or a CSS invalidity pension.If your emplyee 
has a PSS invalidity pension, please contact CSC for specific guidance. 
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